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The aeroclynamie friction between air and sea is an
important part of the momentum balance in the development
of tropical cyclones. Measurements of the clrag eoef/ïcient,
relating the tangential stress (frictional drag) betwccn wincl
ancl water to the wind speed ancl air clensity, have yieldccl
rcliable information in wincl speeds less than 20 mis (about
39 Imots). ln these moclerate conclitions it is generally
acceptecl that the clrag coeffïeient (or equivalently, the
"aeroclynamic roughness") increases with the wincl spcccl.
Can one merely extrapolate this wincl speecl tenclency to
clescribe the aeroclynamic roughness of the ocean in the
extreme wind speecls that OCCLU' in hurricanes (wincl speeds
greater than 30 mis)? This paper attempts to answer this
question, guicled by laboratory extreme wind experiments,
and eoncludes that the aeroclynamic roughness approaches a
limiting value in high wincls. A nuidmechanical explanation
of this phenomenon is given.
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1.

Introduction

[2] The mechanical coupling of atmosphere and oceans is
at the heart of modeling the now of either fiuicl, of
preclicting their future states ancl of understanding the
long-term clevelopment of climate. ln strong wincls the
mechanical (frictional) eoupling between air ancl sea
clepencls almost entirely on the geoll1etric roughness of the
sea surface ancl the relative speecl between the near surface
wincls and the waves (roughness elements) that cletermine
the evolving topography. A nat calm surface exhibits only
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molecular or "skin" li'iction with the following air. On the
other héll1c1, a wave travelling al lower speecl than the wincl
may clisturb the air flow in sueh a way as to procluce a
pressure clifference between the winclwarcl and leewarcl
faces of the wave. This "form" clrag clearly clepencls on
the elevation ehange of the surface pel' unit horizontal
clistance; i.e., the slope of the wave. Il further clepencls on
how quickly the wave travels relative to the wincl: a slow
moving wave causes great resistance to the air, while one
that approaches the \ovincl speccl "goes along for the ride"
and thus shecls its function as a clrag element. The sustained
action of wincl on a water surface gives ri se to a speetrum of
waves. On an open ocean surface an inereasing wind
clevelops a speetrum of waves (callecl "wind-sea") with
increasing spectral wiclth, the longest waves always attel11pting to catch up to the wincl. These large waves can and cio
reach lengths of hundrecls of meters and heights of tens of
meters, rel11aining in that rough proportion: height/wavelength cv III O. Waves that are much steeper than this will be
brought back into line by the process of wave breaking, in
which the water at the crest of the wave exceecls the speed
of travcl of the wave form and tU111bles down the fOlwarcl
face of the wave in a "spilling breaker". The distortion to
the s11100th wave shape caused by breaking presents to the
win cl a backwarcl facing (downwincl) step, whieh makes it
clifficult for the air flow to follow the surface, leading to
separation of the flow from the surface.
[3] The general practice is to estimate the interfacial
stress (vertical transport of horizontal 1110mentum, T) with
a wind-speed clepenclent clrag coefficient, CD:
(1)
where Pa is the air clensity and U 1 () is the wind speecl
l11easurecl at 10 111 height. CD is a fUl1ction of sea state,
atmospheric stability, height of measurel11ent of the wincl
speecl ancl the wincl speecl itself. In fact, in moclerate ancl
high wincl conditions the wind stress is supported by forll1
clrag of the roughness elements, nall1ely waves that travel at
signifrcantly clifferent velocities than the wincl. ln open
ocean conditions, the stronger the wind, the wicler
the spectrum of waves that travel at slower speeds than
the wincl. Consequently the drag coeff'ïcient inereases as the
wincl speecl increases. The data supporting these wincl speed
clepenclent drag coefficients co ver a relatively small range of
wincl speecls, typically 4 to 20 mis, with relatively few data
points above 15 mis. ls it reasonable to extrapolate these
simple height ancl wincl speecl clepenclent clrag coefficients
(CD (u, z») to very high wincls for moclelling severe extra
tropical cyclones and hurricanes?
[4] A negative answer to this question is suggestecl by
analytic energy balance 1l10clels [Emanuel, 1995] and also
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Figure 1. Schematic outline orthe control volume for the
momentum budget.

by the recent measurements of wind pronles in hurricanes
[Powell et al., 2003]: the high frictional coupling suggested
by extrapolating wind speed dependent empirical drag
coefficients destroys the hurricane's kinetic energy l'aster
th an it can be supplied by reasonable oceanic heat sources
for wind speeds ab ove about 50 mis [Emanuel, 1995]. Thus,
if the drag coefficient does continue to increase with wind
speed at high winds, intense hurricanes (category III and
above, U 10> 50 mis) cannot be sustained. The existence of
such storms belies the assumed coupling and raises the
intriguing possibility of a marked change in character of the
mechanical coupling of air and sea in hurricane conditions.
Emanuel [2003] invokes a similarity hypothesis to suggest
that at high wind speeds the exchange coefficients becol11e
independent of the gradient wind. However, simulations and
comparisons with four hurricanes suggest only that the wind
dependence of the coefficients of 1l10mentum and enthalpy
must be similar.
[s] In very strong ,vinds the character of the ocean
surface does change appreciably having intense breaking,
spume blown off the crests of waves and streaks on the
surface. Given these general changes in the surface, one
may expect a qualitatively different behaviour in its frictional properties th an that suggested by observations in
moderate wind conditions. In the following we explore
these issues in a controlled laboratory environment.
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elcvations and correetecl lhe values to the surfàce with the
measurecl horizontal pressure gradient in the lank. In addition, al higher wincls we detennined lhe surface stress l'rom
a momentum budget of sections of the tank. The wind stress
al the Slll'l~lCe, in steacly state conditions, inereases the
momentum of the wave field with increasing feleh, drives
a downwincl currcnt ncar thc surface and thereby maintains
a downwincl slope of the mean surf~lce (mean surface
elevation increasing in the downwind direction). The horizontal pressure gradient, thus inducecl, drives a returt1 flow
(upwincl !low) in the bottom of the water column. This
returt1 flow causes a clrag on the botlom of the tank. Finally,
the horizontal pressure gradient in the air lhat produees the
wind adds to the slope of the water surl'aee - the" inverted
barometer" effect.

3.

Momentul11 Balance in the Water

[s] The momentum budget is balanced over a control
volume, which is 4.4 m long (between the fetch of 4.6 m
and the fetch of 9.0 m), and extends l'rom the tank bottom
up to the interface between water and air, over the width of
the tank (1 m).
[9] The control volume is defined by the shaded area, AI
BI 8 2 A 2 and unit width into the page in Figure 1. Applying
the horizontal impulse-momentul11 principle on the water
within the control volume, and averaging over time leads to
a balance of four tenns

(2)
12 and Il are the momentUl11 fluxes through sections A 2 B 2
and AlBI, respectively; Ta,T b are the stresses applied by the
air and the tank bottom on the water.
[10] From water-wave theory it is known that
1
?
J = :2PII.gh-

+ Ph + s'u

(3)

where Pw is the density of water, g is the gravitational
acceleration, h is the time averaged \Vater depth, and P is the
pressure of the air. The radiation stress Sxx for deep water is

The Experiment

[6] The Air-Sea Interaction Facility at the University of
Miami is especially weil suited for examining the effects of
high winds. The centerline wind speed can be programmed
in the range of 0 to 30 mis. The tank is 15 m long in its
working section and 1 m wide with its 11Cight of 1 m divided
equally between air and water. The tools for measuring
stress include hot-film anemometry, digital particle image
velocimetry (DPIY) and laser/line scan cameras for measuring the water surtàce elevation with great precision,
about 10- 4 111. Two elevation measurements over 10 m thus
yield slope precision of 10- 5 .
[7] The principal difficulty with direct ("eddy correlation" or "Reynolds") stress measurements at high wind
speeds using hot-nlm anemol11etry is the likelihood of spray
drop lets falling on the heated films, corrupting the velocity
data and possibly causing damage to the films. Therefore,
we l11easured the Reynolds stress directly with an x-film
anemometer at low andmoderate (centerline) wind speeds
(0 to 26 mis). We determined the stress at the measured

(4)
where è]) is the frequency-direction spectrul11 of the waves
and (1 the angle of wave propagation relative to downwind.
[II] 1t is easily shown that the \Vind stress is given by:

T =

li ( PII·gs

+ Lt::.P) +- Lt::.s,u -

Th

(5)

where h = (h 1 + h2 )/2 is the averaged \Vater depth, ilP =
Pl - Plis the air pressure difference, ilS xx = Sxxl2 - Sxxll
is the radiation stress (4) difference, and s = (h 2 - hl)lL is
the slope of the surface. The bottol11 stress Tb is l11easured
with the DPIY system using the law of the wall.
[12] ln our calculations we have ignored the sidewall
stresses. Their magnitude is of the sal11e order as that of the
bottom stress, which \Vas always Jound to be less than 2%
of the total. Furtherl110re, in the steady state there is no net
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Figure 2. Laboratory l11easurements of the neutral stability
drag coefficient by profile, eddy correlation ("Reynolds")
and 1110l11entum budget l11ethods, The drag coefficient refers
to the wind speed measured at the standard anemometer
height of 10 111. The frequently cited drag coefficient
formula of Lwge and Pond [1981] is also shown. This was
derived from field measurements.
mass transport so that the sidewall stresses change sign over
the water column (in keeping with the wind drift and its
opposing retum flow) and tend to cancel out.
[13] Spray droplets accelerated in the air flow and
returned to the surface contribute to the stress on the
surface. Some of this spray was blown into the retl1l11 duct
at high winds and thus represents a loss of stress. On the
assul11ption that al! of the water lost from the tank was in the
fort11 of spray travelling at the wind speed, we ca\culate a
generous upper li mit of 1.5% lost momentum due to spray.
[14] Several experiments were carried out with the wind,
which was driven by a programmable fan, set to fixed
speeds for 300 second runs. This was long enough to obtain
a stable estimate of the stress.

4.

Results

[15] The measurel11ents of the drag coefficient (1)
referred to wind speed at 10 111 are summarized in
Figure 2. The wind speed was measured at 30 cm height
in tbe tank and extrapolated to the standard l11eteorological
height of 10 m using the weil established logarithmic
dependence on height - verified between crest height and
30 cm for al! but the two highest wind speeds. The green
squares were obtained in a different tank by Ocampo-Torres
et al. [1994]. The other three data sets were obtained in the
Air-Sea Interaction Facility of the University of Miami
using the profile method (in which the vertical gradient of
mean horizontal velocity is related to the surface stress), the
Reynolds stress l11ethod, and the l110mentUl11 budget or
"surface slope" method. The excellent agreement among
the various methods validates the 1110mentum budget
method which, being insensitive to air-borne droplets,
allows us to measure the surface stress at the highest winds
generated. Here we see the characteristic behaviour of the
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drag coenicicnl as thc surlllCC condition go cs l'rom acrodynamically smooth (charactcrizccl by a clrop in the clrag
coefficient wilh increasing wind) to acrodynal11ically rough
(drag cocfficicnt increasing with wincl speed). In l'Ough flow
the drag coefficient is relatcd to hcight of thc "roughness
elements" pcr unit distance clownwincl or, more preciscly,
the spatial average of clownwincl slope. Unlike a solicl
SUrlllce, the roughness clements (or waves) are thcmselves
responsive to the wincl so that the clrag coefficicnt increases
betwecn 3 ancl 33 mis as shown in Figurc 2.
[16] In hurricancs the wincl speecl changes clirection ancl
speecl over relatively short clistances comparecl to those
requirecl to approach full clevclopmenL Consequently, the
largest waves in the wincl-sea are relatively slow comparecl
to the wind ancl orten travel in directions clifferent l'rom that
of the \-vincl. Uncler such circumstances these long wavcs
contribute to the aerodynamic roughness of the sca as
hypothesized by KitaigoJ'Odskii [1968] ancl demonstratecl
by Donelall [1990]. Measurements at sea [e.g., Large Clnd
Pond, 1981] ancl in laboratories [e.g., Donelan, 1990;
Ocalllpo-Torres et al., 1994] amply demonstrate the increasing aeroclynamic rougbness with increasing win cl speecl.
However, no in situ Eulerian measurements of the surface
stress, T or roughness, Zo have been reported at wind speecls
above 30 mis in the fielcl or 20 mis in linear wincl wave tank
laboratory facilities. The recent Lagrangian measurements
[Powell et al., 2003] using air-dropped OPS wind sondes
provide wincl profiles along the (non-vertical) path of the
falling sondes. The estima tes of surface stress macle from
these "profiles" is subject to the assumption of constant
stress over the vertical extent of the profile, about 150 m.
[17] Figure 2 shows a remarkable "saturation" of the
drag coefficient once the wind speed exceecls 33 mis.
Beyond this speed the surface simply does not become
any rougher in an aerodynamic sense. At the highest wind
speed the significant height and peak frequency of the
waves were 9 cm and lA Hz. ln the range of wind speeds
of lOto 26 mis our measurements pm-allel tbe open ocean
measurements of Lmge and Pond [1981], but are a little
lower. Our measurements suggest aerodynamic rouglmess
saturation beyond 10 m height wind speeds of 33 mis. Tbe
saturation level for the drag coefficient is 0.0025. This
corresponds to a roughness length of 3.35 mm. An acljustment to agree with Lwge and Pond [1981] would suggest
saturation at 0.0028, and the wind sonde profiles of Powell
et al. [2003] show "saturation" of tbe clrag coefficient at
0.0026 at about 35 mis."

5.

Discussion

[18] The possibility of a limiting state in the aerodynamic
roughness of the sea surface is of critical importance in
understanding ancl modelling tbe clevelopment of hurricanes
and other intense stOtms. Our results suggest a change in
flow characteristics leading to saturated aerodynamic roughness at boundmy layer wind speeds in excess of 33 mis or
about 64 Imots. This approaches Force 12 on the Beaufort
Scale [A I/ell , 1983], wherein conditions are described as
follows: "Hurricane. The air is filled with foam ancl spray.
Sea completely wbite with clriving spray - visibility very
seriously affected." Figure 3 illustrates these conditions
with a photograph from a NOAA "Hurricane Hunter"
aircraft.
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Figul'e 5. Normalized racial' cross section (NRCS) versus
centerline (0.3 m IlCight) wincl speed in the tank. Note that
U 10 is approximately 1.5U o.3 .

Figure 3. Photograph of the sea surface cluring a hurricane
(Beaufort Force 12) ta ken l'rom a NOAA "H urricane
Hunter" aircraft [Black el al., 1986].
[19] When the wave crests are blown into spume, cloes
this signal a funclamental change in flow characteristics of
fast moving air over mu ch slO\ver waves? The recent work
of Reul [1998] ancl Reul el al. [1999] appears to illuminate
this issue. Vorticity contours, observecl by particle image
velocimetry using water clroplets as tracers (Figure 4),
reveal the flow pattern of wincl over waves that are steep
but not breaking (top) and the now pattern over a spilling
breaker (bottom). Wh en the wave is not breaking ancl the
spatial rate of change of slope (i.e., curvature) is not large
the vorticity pattern inclicates that the strongest shear occurs
very near the surface. On the other hand, a breaking wave,
with abrupt change in slope (large curvature of a backwarcl
facing step type), causes the novv to separate from the
surface and reattach near the crest of the prececling wave.
The vorticity contours show a clistinct maximum weil above
the surface of the wave trough, indicating a shear layer
between the outer flow ancl the flow trappecl in the separation zone. The outer flow, unable to follow the wave
surface, cloes not "see" the troughs of the waves ancl skips
from breaking crest to breaking crest. Thus, in conditions of

continuo us breaking of the largest waves the aerodynamic
roughness of the surface is limited, the geometric roughness
of the large waves notwithstanding.
[20] Microwave radars ("scatterometers") are commonly
usecl to deduce marine wincl speecls from receivecl backscatter ancl hence the reflectivity of short capillary-gravity
waves (1 cm to 10 cm). Consequently it is of great practical
importance to examine the racial' response in these high
wind conclitions. M icrowave reflectivity measurements in
our tank inclicate that the geoilletric roughness of the short
(centillletric) waves also clecreases at sufficiently high wind
speeds. The Illicrowave cross section at C-band (5.3 GHz)
looking upwincl at 35° inciclence angle reaches a maximum
at the wincl speed where the drag coefficient stops increasing (Figure 5). This inclicates that the small-scale geometric
roughness cloes not continue to increase with wind speed.
When the outer flow no longer "sees" the troughs of the
long waves, it is unable to generate small-scale roughness
there, reducing the ove rail microwave reflectivity.
[21] The reducecl reflectivity of the air-water interface
measured by scatterometers and the observations of flow
separation in laboratory work inclicate a plausible mechanisl11 for the limiting aeroclynamic roughness observecl in
this laboratory stucly. The profile measurements of Powell el
al. [2003] support the iclea that a similar limit to the
aeroclynamic roughness of the real ocean may also occur
in high wincls.
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Figure 4. Vorticity contours obtainecl via Digital Pat,ticle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) in the air flow over wincl clriven
waves [Reul, 1998]. Both wave propagation ancl air flow are from left to right. (Top) waves of gentle slope - non-separated
flow. (Bottom) waves of steep slope - separatecl flow.
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